We propose and analyze a new metric that has two conformal factors a(t) and b(t) that combine the expansion of the universe and its effects on the spatial and temporal part of the Schwarzschild metric in isotropic coordinates. We present the solutions, their descriptions and we comment on their shortcomings. In the spatially flat case of an expanding universe, we derive from the proposed metric the special solutions of the field equations for the dust approximation and the McVittie metric. We show that the presence of a black hole does not modify the a(t)α t 2/3 law for dust and H = constant for dark energy.
I. INTRODUCTION
In Einstein's theory of general relativity, two exact solutions were well known and studied throughout the years. One is the Schwarzschild solution that describes the gravitational field outside a spherical non-rotating mass, without charge, and the cosmological constant set to zero. This was practical to model spacetime outside a star, a planet or a black hole. In Schwarzschild coordinates (on a spherically symmetric spacetime) the line element for the Schwarzschild metric has the form
where dΩ
Another formulation commonly used of this spacetime is in the isotropic coordinates. The metric takes the form
The issue of the Schwarzschild metric is that it ignores the fact the universe is expanding in the background in which the mass is present.
Another exact solution of the Einstein Field Equations is the Friedmann Robertson Walker Lemaître (FRWL) metric [1] , [2] , with the assumption that space is homogeneous and isotropic, and the spatial part of the metric may depend on time. For a spatially flat universe, the FRWL metric is The non-vanishing components of the Einstein tensor in the orthonormal basis are
Concerning the impacts in an expanding universe, authors V.Faraoni [3] and A.Jacques [4] worked on the cosmological effects of expansion on local systems. They explored the local attraction in a gravitationally bound system and analysed the solution of general relativity representing a black hole embedded in a special cosmological background. H.Arakida [5] presented the dominant effects due to cosmological expansion, and the use of a time dependent spacetime model.
With a time dependent model McVittie [6] , [7] incorporated two solutions to depict a spherically symmetric metric that describes a point mass embedded in an expanding spatiallyflat universe.
The McVittie metric is
(6) The non-vanishing components of the Einstein tensor in the orthonormal basis are
(8) K.Lake and M.Abdelqader [8] studied the McVittie solution that contains a black hole in an expanding universe, worked on specific solutions that asypmtote ΛCDM cosmology and A.M. da Silva, M.Fontanini and D.C.Guariento [9] , the main characteristics of the McVittie solution for different choices of the scale factor. R.Nandra ,A.N.Lasenby and M.P.Hobson [10] present a tetrad based procedure to solve Einstein's field equations to derive metrics describing a point mass in an expanding universe and B.C.Nolan [11] proves the existence of solutions representing more general spherical objects embedded in a Robertson Walker universe.
This leads us to a very naïve question; why should the conformal factor (scale factor) a(t) influence the same way the temporal part and spatial part of the metric. Can a more general expression of the metric be presented? The motivation that drove us also to this, was the question whether or not the Schwarzschild Radius was increasing in an expanding universe. Thus we wanted to see if a conformal factor can influence with a time dependency, the radius of this black hole and therefore the dynamics that it creates with time. In the following section we will propose more generalized solutions of the Field Equations that lead to interesting findings.
II. GENERAL FORMULATION
Let us write the metric with two conformal factors a(t), the scale factor and b(t), a conformal factor.
(9) The calculations lead us to the following non-vanishing components of the Einstein tensor in the orthonormal basis
III. DISCUSSIONS OF SOLUTIONS

A. Dust approximation
Matter dominated Universe is modeled by dust approximation. The matter is approximated as stationary dust particles which produce no pressure.
For p = 0,
Equating (12) to zero, we obtain a system of differential equations.
The unique solution that satisfies this system of equations is
where c is a constant. We have found here, from our generalized metric (9), the well known behaviour of the scale factor a(t).
In addition for
we have
We note here that the behaviour of G 01 , is as 1 t 5/3 ; since G 01 is a momentum component,its positivity shows that matter falls outward. This may be a fact that supports the proposition that the universe was created from a black hole.
From this we note that the energy due to dust calculated for any finite volume including the black hole is infinite. In his latest talk [12] , S.W.Hawking states that "black holes are not black", this can be a manifestation of what we have stated previously.
Another fact that we need to state is that, as we propose it, our event horizon is not static because of b(t). Our result for dust solution is b(t)=1 , which implies a static event horizon. This has been pointed also by A.Davidson and S.Rubin [13] : an evolving universe can host locally a static event horizon.
B. The case for a diagonal Einstein Tensor
For G 01 =0, from equation (11) we obtain simply
Replacing the value of b(t) into (10) and (12), we get the following equations
(17) We notice that this is the solution produced again by our generalized metric (9) . They are identical to equations (7) and (8) of the McVittie metric.
Let us introduce the Hubble parameter:
Consequently the equations (16) and (17) become
we have: G 00 = 3H 2 and
2 which is independent of r.
Equivalently, it can be shown that if G 11 , G 22 , G 33 are independent of r, H is constant.
We find that for b(t) = 1 a(t) and H = constant G 00 = −G 11 = −G 22 = −G 33 = 3H 2 which is constant. This is the vacuum (dark) energy for dark energy dominated universe.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have investigated the effects of conformal factors a(t) and b(t) in the background of a homogeneous and isotropic expanding universe. Consequently, field equations were presented for various cases to illustrate our point of view. From a more generalized metric that we have proposed in the beginning of this paper, we have shown that, depending on given conditions, we can obtain the characteristics of a(t) and b(t) for the matter dominated universe (p = 0, matter dominated dust approximation) and the vacuum (dark) energy dominated universe (p = −ρ) with the McVittie metric.
Concerning the radius of the black hole, we need to make some remarks. In our terms, the radius is r = 2Gmb(t). For the expanding universe, with the dust approximation, b(t) = 1 we note that the radius is a(t)r = 2Gma(t). This means that the black hole radius increases with the expansion. In the case that b(t) = 1 a(t) , the McVittie case, we have a(t)r = 2Gm = constant; the black hole radius is constant with the expansion.
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